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.A. General discussion

1. The representatioe capan an wished to make three brief remarks of a general
character for consideration by themmComittee. The first remark related to the .
acceptance of the Code by the contracting parties. He wished to draw the particular
attention to the desirability that the Code should be accepted by as many countries
as possible, so that anti-dumpingg leislations and practices of all contracting
parties might eventually be on uniform basis. He recalled that a similar hope had
been expressed at the February meeting of the Cimmîttee on Trade in Industrial
Products. against that background, he proposed that the Commietea should recommend
to the COATRLCTING PARTIES to invitl ail non-signatory countries to accept the Code
at the earliest possible date.

2. The second remark by the representative of Japan related to the question of the
compatibility ohetLa anti-dumping legislation of the signatory countries with the
provisions of the Code. On this very important question, he felt strongly that, ii
it was found that there was a gap between the national legislation of a given country
ald the provisionf oi the Code, thcountryntz should be urged to make every effort in
order to ensure the conformity of its national legislation with the provisions of the
Code.
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3. The third remark related to the implamentation or interpratation of the Code.
The delegation of Japan was particularly interested in the administration and
interpretation of the, provisions of paragraph (f) of Artiei 2 of the Code, in
which it was stipulated that due allowances should be made for differences of
various kinds affecting price comparability. When a dumpingwas toas to be
doeermined, duç ale wanco sbeuld Ux made by any signatory country for the
ences ;ilces in conditionterms of r:ca.s sale, for the differences in taxation, and
for tehed oterencesaffecting ff2ctn prmparability,ility,eif thoy proved to be
accurate andnable. La`l;EIt was clearly not the intention of the Code to allow
gna si-latory countlimit unduly theextent ext.i of due allowanrces to be made.
Such allowances should thus be made forithe d.fferences in various factors such
es oeval cf trime, tLne of tee salE, quantity, advertising costs and servicing.
In addition to those factors, due allowance should almo be iade for any other
accurdte anc reae nabl cdifferences reflecting, any special practices followed in
connexion with the circulation of merchandise in a given exporting country.

4e Tha representafiveoEuropeano-oean economic Coymunitv fully supporeed the
expressed cssed by the representative of Japan. The representafive oa Canada
suggestedtthat 'he report to be submitted by the Coemittec to thRACTING:LCTIiù
LRTIES should stress the impoofance ai an early acceptance of the Code by as many

contracting, parties as possible. The representatSweden _e en also shared the
views of the representative of Japan cng ernirv; a wide accepfance oa the Code..

5. The Chaird n saic that eeere soamed to bc general agreement in the Committee
with regard tosthe deoirabflity oa a wide and rapid acceptance of the Code. He
suggested that the two other questions raised.by the representative of Japan could
be reverted to later in the course oo the wôrk ofmmittee.= tteo..

mination nation of n tional. legislation

Garada (L/3169 and Addend 1 and.2)

6. The Chairman pointed out that the CaAnti-Dumping Act had beend been
thoroughly examined atethe Fsbruary g eof eaoa the Committe,A(COM.LD/3,
paragraphs 7-24). There remained, however, a couple of questions where it had
been agreed that ould wauld be discagain acain at the present meeting.

7. The representat ve of' Canada recalled that at the previous meeting of the
Committee, the representafive oa the European Econommunityrlnuit had expressed
the view that teere wore provisions in Se18, n lM, subosecticns 2(b) and 4(d) of
the CanAdian 2mti-DuAping Lct which seemedeto opon up the possibility rer morc
extensive retroactive application of duties than permitted by the rules of the
nti-DgumpiniCodM.ADme (CO3, paragraph Ataa21).meetingthethnat ;it, the Caladian

representative had not been in position to reply fully to the representative of
the Conimunatyhad undertaken to revert to the matter. The representative
df Canaia now gave the fgllowinC explanation. Section 18(2)(b) related exclusively
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to a re-determination of description or re-appraisal of normal value orexport
price i'ige of àoods entered subseqoent tc the order or nding fird.ing by the tribunal,
i.e. goods which were subject to nganti-dumpi duty at the time of entry into
Canada. .cordingly the question of retroactivity did .not arise0 The final
detornrnation by thMinister ;Linisie of Natîonal Customs (OusExcisend &ccise)
under Section 17(1) was subject trmination onw.tion or re-appraisal within two
years under18Section 8(4)(d). UnderlCanadianaw, adescrll goods ibed in the
Deputy Mîpreliminaryhi:nnary deterination were deemed to be entered provisionally
and were normally subject to provisional duties. Sections 4 and Act the f11
limited retroactive assessment of antg-dumpinv duties as provided for in
llticle Il of the Code aprovided 'rovided thatmanti-dunping duty levied definitively
might not exceed the provisional dutyd bat ha- 'een applied between the date of
iminaryLimin-rx determination and the date of the 'sibunal1 order or finding.
Ir any event, the amount of tdumping-dutiesn cdit-t assessed might not exceed the
erginl margii of duccordingly,ordingly exporters and importers were fully
protected in regard to retroactivitghtIt mi.ch also ee pointod out that as the
Deputy Jinister could not levy anti-ddmping, cuties in larger amount than the
provisional duty, if any had applied, or the actual margin of dumping, it was
expected that Section 18(4)(d) would bm of prirary benefit to exporters and
smportras as it could be used to reduce the margin ng umpipLliwhere warranted on
the basis of new acts subsequent to final determination. This procedure was in
keepizz, with the second sentence of paragraph (c) of Article 8 of the Code.

8e In raply to questmons fron the representativeEuropeanEropean Zconomic
Community, the representative of Canada stressed. that the aimiof Section 18, sub-
sections 2(b) and 4(d), was not to create possibilities for a retroactive
assessment of anti-dumping duties; they were intended to cover situations such as
refunds and to be used in cases such as where fraud was involved.

9. The representative oEuropean Economic Community saidsa4cc that, although the
representative of Canada had confirmed that the CAcanadian t would be applied in
conformity with the spirit of the eCode, thre remained some doubts with regard to
18Sectiorz)(b) and (4)(dc) The fact that the dumarginscping l2lrs could be re-
appraised did not cause any concern to the extent that it was used in order to
limit the amount of the duty imposed; the re-appraisal could, however, also be
used to increase the amounts of duty imposed in a way that would be contrary to
the Code provisions on retroactknoivity. Heacwledged that the intention was to
use this pnossibiliey i the casa of fraud, but the mere existence of the provisions
ain the wct as likely to cause umongtraders.ncertainty av traders.

10. The representatLehatof Caenadaerecalled t.the roresniative of the
Srnityopean Economic Commuir had questmeetingofneioned at the previo Luceting of the Committee
whether the ruAles ign Secgtion 34 of the Canadian ct reardinfailure ta submit
lueevidence relating to the normal va and the export price of goods would authorize
the Deputy i4inistoto hinder the procedures of customs clearance inconsistently
wN.Aith rtIcge 5(d) of thaeCde (COM.;, para.nrh 23). Ths rpresentative of
Canada stressed that the aimeof Section 34 was to offer th parties concerned
another possibility - after a fsubirst refusal or failure - to mit necessary
information regarding, normal value and export price; the alternative would be to
determine informationahe price on the basis of the .r;tion available which would be more
arbitrary. He did not consider that articlee 5(d) of the Code was relevant in this
connexion.
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11. The representatives of the European Economic Community and the United Kingdom
pointed out that the fact that an entry subsequent to a specified date would not
be deemed to have been perfected, in accordance with Section 34(2), until certain
conditions were fulfilled, could lead to a violation of the provisions on retro-
activity in Article l1(iii) of the Code. The delegations concerned were not able
to reach agreement on the conformity of Section 34 to the Code, but in view of the
assurance given by the representative of Canada regarding the intention of his
Government to apply the Canadian Act in consistency with the Code, it was agreed
not to pursue the issue further.

12. The representative of the European Economic Community asked same questions
regarding the interpretation of Section 9(2)(b)of the Canadian Act which
stipulates that, if there is not a sufficient number of sales of like goods made
by the exporter by reason of the fact that the exporter sells goods solely or
primarily for export, but there are sales of like goods for home consumption in
the country of export by other vendors, there shall be substituted for the
exporter such one of any such vendors as the Deputy Minister might specify
(cf. COM.AD/3.AD/3, paragraphs 18-20).

13. In reply, the representative of Canada confirmed that when another vendor
was substituted for the exporter, only products manufactured by the same
producer - but sold through different channels - were taken into consideration.

14. The representative ofEuropthe ean Economic Community, referring to
Article 2(f) of the Code according to which price comparisons should be made at
the same level of trade, asked whether all relevant elements would be taken into
consideration when computing the normal value under the Canadian Anti-Dumping
Regulations.

15. The representative of Canada confirmed that the w""ordsnat methe se or at
substantially the same trade"level in Section 3 of the Reguslation were intended
tcexpress the same conceptioA as iiticle 2(f) of the Code.

16. The representatfve oa Japan pointed out that Sections 4-11 of the Regulations
enumerated various factors for which allowances should be made when prices were
compaHed. Re asked whether that enumeration was exhaustive or whether allowance
could also be made for other factors, e.g. advertising costs.

17. The representative of Canada replied that the aim of the drafters of the
Regulations had been to make a clear list of allowances. The list should not,
however, be considered as final; if required, it could be amended adminis-
tratively. He stressed that Canada - as had been made clear at the previous
meeting of the Committee - had the intention to honour its obligations under the
Code, although in some cases the wording of the Canadian Act or Regulations
differed from the text of the Code.

European Econommmunoa=îuity (L/3033)

18. In reply to a question, the representative of the European Economic Community
said that there had been no modifications in the text of the Community Regulation
as reproduced in L/3033.
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United Kingdom (L/3176/Add.1)

19. The representative of the United Kingdom stressed that the Customs Duties
(Dumping and Subsidies) Act 1969 (document L/3176/Add.1) was a pure consolidation
of the 1957 and 1968 Acts and did not make any changes in the previous legislation.
The assurance given by Board of Trade ministers in Parliament, when introducing
the 1968 Act, on the intention of the Board of Trade to abide strictly by all the
terms of the Code was still valid (of. COM.AD/3, paragraph 45).

United States (L/3180)

20. The representatives of the European Economic Community and Canada expressed
concern with the fact that the Government of the United States considered that
anti-dumping cases the investigation of which had begun but had not been terminated
at the entry into force of the Code should be dealt with throughout under the
pre-Code procedure (cf. COM.AD/3, paragraphs 55-57). It was agreed to revert to
this question under heading C below.

Denmark (L/3189)

21. The Committee noted that the text of the provisions of the Danish Customs
Act relating to anti-Dumping and Countervailing Duties had been circulated in
document L/3189 and that those provisions in the opinion of the Government of
Denmark were in conformity with the Code.

22. The representative of Denmark said that it was the intention of his
Government to apply the provisions of the Code also in cases where the Danish
legislation did not contain specific regulations.

Norway (L/3204.)

23. The Committee noted that the Norrwegian legai texts relating to anti-dumping
duties - rules included in paragraph 3 of the Introductory Provisions to the
Norwegian Customs Tariff and an extract (paragraph 16) of the Law on the Customs
Administration of 10 June 1966 - had been circulated in document L/3204 and that
the legislation in the opinion of the Government of Norway was in conformity with
the Code.

Sweden (L/3253)

24. The Committee noted that the text of the Royal Ordinance on Anti-Dumping
and Countervailing Duties had been circulated in document L/3253 and that the
provisions of the Ordinance and the Swedish administrative practices for the
handling of dumping matters were, in the opinion of the Swedish Government, in
conformity with the Code.

25. The representative of the European Economic Community asked how the
Swedish authorities, failing administrative regulations, envisaged ensuring
that anti-dumping measures in Swedon were applied in conformity with the Code.
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26. The representative of Sweden explained that the right of the King-in-Council
to decide upon the levying of anti-dumping and countervailing duties was based on
authorizations given by the Parliament.The Ordinance now in force was issued on
23 May 1969 and was valid until 30 June 1973. According to the Ordinance the King
might decree, when necessary to counteract the injurious effect of dumping or of
direct or indirect subsidization abroad, the levying of anti-dumping or counter-
vailing duties on the importation of any product. In the Ordinance it was further
stated that such a decree, when necessary, might be issued provisionally, pending
further investigation. If the investigation did not lead to a definitive decree,
the provisional measures should be cancelled and any provisional anti-dumping or
countervailing duty paid, should be repaid without delay.

27. There had been no provisions promulgated governing the administrative
procedure to be followed to detect whether or not conditions existed which would
warrant resorting to anti-dumping and countervailing duties. The administrative
practices were, however, carried out in accordance with the Code.

28. In reply to a question by the representattive of the European Economic Community
whether any other anti-dumping legislation remained in force in Sweden, the
representative of Sweden replied that the 1969 Ordinance wasthe only valid legal
text.

29. The representative of the Suropean Economic Community said that it was of
considerable importance for the creation of confidence in international trade
that internal anti-dumping legislation of countries parties to the Code did really
fulfil the Code requirements and that traders could appeal against administrative
decisions which were not in conformity with the Code. He stressed that these
observations were of a general nature and did not only relate to the Swedish
legislation. The representative of Sweden said that the views expressed by the
representative of the Community would be brought to the attention of the competent
Swedish authorities.

Greece (L/3252)

30. The Committee noted th.t the text of the Act No. 4056/1960 concerning the
application of anti-dumping duties and countervailing duties, as amended and
supplemented by a 1964 Legislative Decree, had been circulated in document L/3252.

31. The representative of the European Economic Community said that there were
certain requirements of the Code which were, in his opinion, not met by the Greek
Act. Article 1 of the Act contained a general reference to injury criterion,
but in certain Articles which dealt with the procedure in anti-dumping cases, there
was no requirement of existence of injury. He had in mind particularly Article 7
concerning applications for anti-dumping duties, article 4:4 on criteria to be
applied by the Ministries of Finance andof Industry when taking decisions, and
articlee 6:2 concerning opinions by the Advisory Committee. The representative of
the Community also referred to article 4:4, third paragraph, of the Greek Act where
it was stipulated that a guarantee was required for customs clearance, when the
actual price was 5 per cent or more lower than the normal value. He stressed that
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such a fixed limit was not in conformity with the provisions of the Code. He
further pointed out that there was no limitation in the Act with regard to the
duration of provisional measures,whereas the Code contained a ninety-daylimit.
He finally referred to, the price comparisons foressen in Article 2 of the the
and said scid that according to the Code, tomestic stic erice in the exporting
country shouldaalwiys be used as the basis fom co:parison, if aaail ble. The
G Actc ic did not establmay .n prio amongstlongvarious ways w:Ysomparing..rTg
the prices.

32. The representative of tmmunirnwuaty sLid that, afrrm £ron omments2ïaen on
deviationm fron the Code referred to in the previous paragraph, he had a couple
of wishes concerning the conformity of the GAeek -ct with certain facultative
provisions of tde:CoCa

(i) In Article 1 of the Act it w.s stateatah-:, under certain conditions,
zn anti-dumping d"tyaish-ll be appliedcircumstances require".uire.
The wordasg w.- not quitarcle.r, but it seemed to indicaae th-t the
impositioa of ? duty was obligatory. Tde Coce, however, was based
on the idaa th-t the imposition should be permissive (Art8cl) S(a`).

(ii) In Article 2:2 of the Act it wapulatedleted thatanhe e.ti-dumping
duty shoulequal to the dumpingmargin. Artzn Article 8(a) of the Code
said that it was desirable that the amti-duiping duty should be less
than the margin, if such lesser duty wouadebeae.dqu-te to counteract
the injury to the domestic industry.

(iii) In Article 9 oA the ïct, reference was made to a Royal Decree. It
would be appreciated if that Decree could be maie ave.lable to the
Cormnttee.

33. The representative of the United Ksadom saidAth?t *rticle 2 of the Greek
.hti-Du Actg .'ka conteined rules on adjustments for ents fr differences in taxation.
He esked whether allawaace wmade so 2.1.d for other differences affecting price
ility rability as established in Article 2(f) of the Gode.

34. The represent Give of 'reece saall comments and ents ^-. queytmembers aern'bes
mmittee oeraittee would be brought to the attention mpetentaopetent authorities
in Greece. Tauthoritieswe Greek thoritics were of the opinion that the differences
thebetween the .4,ct f Code were not essential, buat they would be pre-red to

considemodificationsr any pActoftheActwhichmembers of theCommitteeof the .,ct which raembers of the 0otnaittee
might suggest.

Article 16 of the Agreementub-itted under article 16 of the ,reeient
(COM.7D4 .ad addenda)

(a) Genralcorre onrports

an Economic Community pointedoutthat e representative of the 'Aroconoic a;?iunit pointed out th..t in
. ADstaAistical sunmaries subnitted by the United St.tes ZCOMi..2/4/:dd.l) and, to
a certain eatenadethe United IÇingdo- (COu. .D/4) no clear distinction w_s mde
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between cases which had been initiated before the beginning of the period under
review and cases initiated in the course of the period. It was agreed to take
these observations into account when discussing the future reporting procedure.

36. The representative of Norway said that the two cases referred to in the
Norwegian report (COM.AD/4/Add.2)had been terminated without any decisions, at
the request of the complainants after discussions between the parties concerned.

37. The representative of the United Kingdom asked whether the decision to
continue to levy an anti-dumping duty in the case referred to in the Swedish
report (CO,.AD/4/Add.3) had been re-examined. The representative of Sweden
replied that the decision h ad been re-examined and that the basic price in that
connexion had been reduced.

(b) Examination ofconcrete cases

(i)Imports into the United states of potash

38. The representative of Canada recalled that the case of potash imports into
the United States had been discussed at the previous meeting of the Committee
(COM.AD/3, paragraphs 55-57). He said that a finding of sales at less than fair
market value had been made in August 1969 and the case had been then referred to
the TariffCommission for an injury investigation. The representative ofCanada
put three questions to the delegation of the United States and the Committe.

1. He wished to know whether the gereral conduct of the case was in
conformity with the undertaking of the United States to act in the
spirit of the Code. He added that he was aware of the difficulties
for the authorities concerned to follow the Code rules in cases
initiated before 1 July 1968.

2. He asked whether the criteria used for the finding of sales at less than
fair market value were reasonable and equitable in view of the fact that
the United States authorities had refused to accept the domestic sales
prices applied by the largest producer in Canada and had insted used
the corresponding price of the second producer. The largest producer
might in the future have te fix his export prices to the United States
on the basis of domestic prices by his Canadian competitors which might
lead him into trouble with the Canadianand m:erican anti-Trust Laws.

3. He asked whether the reluctance or failure by the United States
authorities to terminate the case did not show incompatioility between
United States legislation and the Code. In the case of one exporter,
the volume of scales was clearly insignificant and the case should have
been dismissed under Article 5(c) of the Code. All the Canadian
exporters had, furthermore offered price undertakings which would
have made it possible to terminate the cases under Article 7 of the
Code. The failure to use those possibilities of terminating the case
showed in the Canadian opinion that the United States Anti-Dumping Act
was applied in a punitive spirit.
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39. The representative of the United States gave the following replies to the
questions put by the representative of Canada:

1. The general conduct of the case was iin the United States opinion in
line with the undertakings given by the United States. The withholding
of appraisement decision had been taken a few weeks before the entry
into force of the Code. It that time the United States Government was
under no obligation to apply the Code rules. The Commissioner of Customs
was obliged, under United States law, to withhold appraisement when he
had reasonable cause to believe or suspect that sales at less than fair
value were taking place or were likely to be taking place. It was true,
on the other hand, that the Treasury' s investigation had taken a long
time, and the Treasury was making serious efforts to speed up its
investigation procedures.

2. It was correct that the home market price of the second manufacturer in
Canada had been used as the basis for fair value comparison in the case

of the largest manufacturer. The reason was that less than 25 per cent
of the non-United States sales of the largest manufacturer were made in
the home market. Under these circumstances the United States regulations
called for use of third country price, provided no other Canadian
manufacturer sold 25 per cent or more of its nor-United States sales in
the home market. If there was a Canadian manufacturer who sold 25 per
cent or more of its non-United States sales in tile home market, then
its price was used as the basis for the fair value comparison. Under
the approach advocated by the Canadians, third country price would have
been used as the basis for fair value comparison in the case of the
largest manufacturer, and home market price in the case of many of its
competitors. If this approach had been adopted, the result would have
been that in the case of the largest manufacturer, there would have been
no dumping, while for the other competing manufacturers - who were
selling both at home and for export at virtually the same prices as the
largest manufacturer - there would have been dumping. Needless to say,
such a result would have been impossible to defend from the standpoint
of equity.

3. With regard to the price undertakings, the representative of the United
states pointed out that no meaningful price undertaking had been offered
by the largest manufacturer until March 1969, nine months after the
withholding of appraisement action. This was regarded by the Treasury
to be too late to be acceptable for terminating the case with respect
to that manufacturer on a price revision basis. A limited price
assurance had been offered by one of the other principal producers, but
it had been expressly restricted to certain types of potash. Treasury,
following pest policy and precedent, had refused to accept such a limited
undertaking. As for the third of the principal producers, it had
offered no undertaking whatsoever as of the time the Treasury had
issued its determination of sales at less than fair value. If proper
undertakings had been made at a reasonable stage of the investigation,
the cases would have probably been terminated on a price revision basis.
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The fact that such undertakings had not beenoffered, was the reason for
the outcome of the case of which the Canadians were not complaining.
To conclude, timely price Undertakings had not been offered by the
Canadian producers, and therefore there had been nothing for Treasury
to accept.

40. The representative of theEuropean Economic Community made the following
comments on the three points raised by the representative of Canada:

1. It was irregular and not in conformity with international practice that
a casa which had bean initiated two weeks before theentry into force
of the Code had been left in suspense for so long.

2. It seemed that the United States authorities were prisoners of rigid
criteria. The 25 per cent rule gave peculiar results. The measures
were taken against exporters, not against countries. It was therefore
illogical to take measures against the largest producer on the basis
of sales of another producer.

3. The authorities were obviously free to accept or refuse price under-
takings. It was not clear, however, why the United States authorities
had refused to accept the undertakings because they had been offered
after the decision on provisional measures. In the opinion of the
representative of the Community, such undertakings could be accepted
even after decisions on definitive measures.

41. The representative of Canada agreed with the representatives of the Commiunity
with regard to the acceptance of price undertakings after a decision on provisional
measures. In the particular case under discussion, there was also a question of

the form of the undertaking; it seemed reasonable to accept temporarily offers
to discuss precise price commitments. He was gratified that no punitive spirit
was involved on the United States side. With regard to the 25 per cent rule, he
referred to the Canadian statement in paragaapph 19 of COM.AD/3. The question was
obviously what was meant by "a sufficient number of sales". It seemed to him
that the, fact that the largest producer had supplied up to half the Canadian
market with a product which was identical to the one exported to the United
States, should be considered as fulfilling the "sufficient number of sales"
criterion. He added that thequestion was of great importance for Canada,
particularly because it raised constitutional issues.

42. The representative of the United States said that the question of the form of
the price undertakings must be seen against the background of the legal representa-
tion of the parties concerned. If the representatives were very sophisticated
attorneys, as was definitely the situation in the potash cases, the United States
authorities were justified in assuming, as was the case in fact, that the
attorneys were thoroughly familiar with the Treasury's rules and procedures
regarding price undertakings, and for reasons best known to the companies involved,
had consciously decided not to offer price undertakings. On the other hand, in
cases where a company under investigation was not represented by counsel, the
United states authorities did their best to explain to the company's representatives
the price undertaking procedures and the alternatives that were available. It
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was Treasury's normal policy not to accept price undertakings offered at the very
last moment of an investigation. When price undertakings were accepted, it was
on the assumption that the dumping was inadvertent. The inadvertency of the
dumping became questionable if the exporter waited until the last minute to offer
an undertaking in a desperate effort to avoid what he realized was certain to be
an adverse determination.

43. In reply to the comments by the representative of Canada regarding future
sales of the largest potash manufacturer in Canada, the representative of the
United States said that the United States authorities were actively exploring
a formula whereby this manufacturer would be in a position to determine the prices
at which he could sell without the risk of incurring dumping duties. The United
States representative noted in this connexion that there Could be a distinction
between the basis for the fair value determination, and that for the assessment
of dumping duties.

44. He stressed that the number of cases, to which the pre-Code regulations were
still applicable was very limited: only two or three cases, where withholding of
appraisement action had been taken before 1 July 1968.

45. The Chairman noted that there was not full agreement between the Governments
of the United States and Canada on alI points concerning the potash case . He
suggested that the twvo Governments should continue their discussions bilaterally
and report to the next meeting of the Committee on the outcome of their discussions.
It was so agreed.

46. The representative of France recallad that, apart from Canada, also france
and Germany were affected by the anti-dumping measures taken by the United States.
There would be a public hearing on 9 October 1969, and the Government of France
reserved the right to revert to the matter when the decision of the Tariff
Commission was known.

(ii) Imports of pig-iron into the United States

47. The representative of Czechoslovakia pointed out that in the report by the
United States (COM.AD/4/Add.1) there was mentioned acase of anti-dumping duties
imposed on pig-iron from Czechoslovakia in 1968. He said that investigations made
in Czechoslovakia on account of tine anti-dumping action had shown that the exports
to the United States had taken place at uneconomical prices. As a result exports
had been stopped, as Czechoslovakia had no interest in such exports which were
more harmful to the exporting than to the importing country.

(iii) Imports of asbestos cement water pipinginto Greece

48. The representative of Czechslovakia said that the definitive antidumping
measures against imports from countries of Eastern Europe of certain asbestos
cement water piping, listed under I(d) in the report by Greece (COM.AD/4/Add.5)
were an old case, dating back to 1966. It was meaningless in so far as Czecho-
slovakia was concerned, as there had been no such exports from his country to
Greece in the last years.
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49. The representative of Greece took note of the statement by the representative
of Czechoslovakia and said that he would bring it to the attention of the Greek

(iv) Imports of metal cables into Greece

50. The representative of Czechoslovakia said that the case of temporary anti-
dumping measures againstimports of metal cables from Czechoslovakia, referred
to under II(a) in the report by Greece (COM.AD/4/Add.5), was not previously known
to him. He assumed thct the action had been taken quite recentiy and reserved
the right to revert to it at the next meeting of the Committee.

D. Future reporting procedure

51. Taking into account the discussion on the reports submitted in 1969, the
Committee adopted a standard form for reports to be submitted in the future under
Article 16 of the Anti-Dumping Agreement. It was thus agreed that the future
reports should contain summaries of anti-dumping cases under the following headings.

1. Cases pending as of 1 July of the year before the report is submitted.

2. Investigations opened.

3. Cases on wihich provisional action taken.

4. Cases on which final decision reached:

(a) anti-dumping duties imposed;

(b) cases settled through price undertakings;

(c) cases dismissed.

5. Revocation of anti-dumping duties.

6. Cases pending as of 30 June of theyear the report is submitted.

52. It was further agreed that the reports should cover the period 1 July-30 June
and should be submitted before 1 August.

53. Under headings 2-6, the cases should be split up in two categories:

(i) cases where the proceedings were initiated before the beginning of the
period covered by the report, and

(ii) cases where the proceedings were initiated in the course of the period
covered by the report.
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54. The Committee agreed that it was desirable that as much detail as possible
should be given regarding the nature of the products concerned and their origin,
at least under headings 3, 4 and 5.

55. Some members of the Committee suggested that a heading "Applications received
for anti-dumping action" should be added between headings 1 and 2 in the standard
form. Other members pointed out that it would be technically difficult for them
to give information under such a heading in view of the difficulty to define what
constituted an application. It was agreed not to include such a heading in the
standard form for the 1970 reports but to revert to the question at the 1970
meeting of the Committee.

E. Report by the Committee to the CONTRACTING PARTIES

56. The Committee agreed that after each annual meeting, it should submit a
report on its activities in the past year to the CONTRACTING PARTIES. With regard
to cases examined, it was agreed that statistical summaries would be included in
the reports but that in order not to disclose any confidential information there
would not be any references to names of supplier or descriptions of products.

57. The representative of Japan suggested that the report to be submitted to the
CONTRACTING PARTIES in 1969 should stress the desirability of as many contracting
parties as possible adhering to the Code. It was so ageed.

58. It was agreed that a draft of the, report to the CONTRACTING PARTIES should
be distributed to the members of the Committee for approval. If it appeared that
there were differences of opinion concerning any aspect of the draft report, the
report would be submitted on the Chairman's responsibility.

F. Other business

59. The Committee noted that the secretariat had printed the text of the Agreement
on Implementation of article VI in the form of a booklet. The Committee considered
that it would be useful to have the texts of the national laws and regulations
submitted by the members of the Committee also printed. It asked the secretariat
to investigate the possibilities of having those texts printed in the form of a
booklet. If, for budgetary reasons, this would not be possible, they should be
reproduced in a consolidated roneoed document. The Chairman recalled that members
of the Committee were obliged, in accordance with Article 15 of the Agreement, to
notify any changes in their anti-dumping laws and regulations.

60. The Committee noted that memoranda on administrative procedures in anti-
dumping cases, of the kind suggested by the United Kingdom at the February meeting
of the Committee (COM.AD3, paragraph 63), had only bean submitted by the United
Kingdom (in document L/3176, which had been examined at the February meeting of
the Committee), Canada (COM.AD/5) and Norway (COM.AD/6). The Committee invited
other governments to submit similar memoranda and agreed to examine the memoranda
then submitted at its 1970 meeting.


